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INDIE CAMPERS-6 THEMED EUROPEAN CAMPERVAN ROAD TRIPS And How to
Experience Them
WITH AN EXPERT FOR FREE 

PARIS - LISBON, 23.07.2019, 07:49 Time

USPA NEWS - Officially launched, Tuesday 16th July, the Indie Campers 'Endless Summer' Competition will give Six Lucky
Members of the Public a Camper Van Road Trip of a Lifetime, completely Free of Charge.

Officially launched, Tuesday 16th July, the Indie Campers 'Endless Summer' Competition will give Six Lucky Members of the Public a
Camper Van Road Trip of a Lifetime, completely Free of Charge. Starting in Split (Croatia), the Indie Campers 'Endless Summer'
itinerary will travel through Europe and end in Lisbon (Portugal) six weeks later. Each leg will be joined at some point by an expert on
the theme of that leg. Experts include an Italian chef, a surf pro, a professional photographer, a Costa Brava expert, a mountain guide
and a graffiti artist. Each of the six winners (and up to three guests) will start their chosen leg with a cameraman and guide (in a
support van) and will meet up with the expert to learn essential skills and have unique experiences. At the end of their week they will
then be free to take their van at their own pace back to the start point, so they can make more memories of their own. Flights to and
from the start point are also included as is fuel for the trip 

THE SIX ITINERARIES ARE:

- From Split to Venice

A route that will take travellers to the Plitvice Nature Park and then to Lake Bled. A unique opportunity to learn the secrets of a
successful photograph with a pro.

- From Venice to Munich

This road trip is for gourmets. Initially in Italy, with an introduction to traditional Italian cuisine accompanied by a chef, then in Austria,
where some of the best chocolates in the world are made.

- From Munich to Lyon

This road trip will cross the Alps. The ideal place to learn climbing or mountaineering with a seasoned expert and see some of the most
spectacular scenery and beautiful lakes in the world such as Constanza.

- From Lyon to Barcelona

Nothing better than the natural setting of the Mediterranean to put on flippers, masks and snorkels and explore secret caves or indulge
in kayaking for a surprising visit of the Costa Brava.

- From Barcelona to Porto

In Barcelona, a graffiti artist will take the winners to discover the iconic places of street art before opening the doors of the most
famous museum of contemporary art in Spain, the Guggenheim.

- From Porto to Lisbon

Whether you are a novice or a professional, the Lusitanian country offers the ideal playground to understand the history of surfing and
to refine its style with the famous Portuguese surfer, Tiago Pires!
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